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45 KN

MAX.
SPEED

700 HP

BY TWO
ENGINES

12

CYLINDERS IN
TWO OUTBOARDS

30 CM

MINIMUM
DRAUGHT

With its avant-garde design, breathtaking performance
and finest fittings, the FJORD 36 xpress
boasts the unmistakable trademarks of each FJORD.
And yet your fascination with it goes even further. That´s
because this power boat opens up a whole new world
of freedom thanks to its outboard engines. Experience
rapid boating in shallow waters, anchor at the coast
and have direct access to the beach. Your spontaneity
decides where you go and where the voyage ends.

Be inspired – from a true FJORD with no limits.

FJORD

36
xpress

ENTER ANOTHER DIMENSION OF SPEED
The FJORD 36 xpress exudes a dynamism that you can feel in every fibre
of your being. Once you set it free, its 700 hp of power breaks the 40 kn mark with
ease and makes you feel like you are flying as you slice through the water. At the
same time, the power boat’s responsive characteristics are like those of a sports
car, following your orders of control with extreme precision.

 achieving a new speed level:

45 kn max. speed
 2 engine options from strong to extreme power

2 x 300 or 2 x 350 hp

 unprecedented performance produced by

12 cylinders

incredible speed – exhilarating driving experience

DESIGNED FOR
OUTBOARDS
The FJORD 36 xpress has been specially designed
to get the most out of the outboard drive system. Each
construction detail aims to perfectly leverage the unique
characteristics of outboard engines.

/ low-speed manoeuvring and steering the boat going
backwards is remarkably simple
/ convenient handling: lightweight design, quiet operation,
vibrations nearly eliminated
/ low maintenance: outboards are easy to reach and can
be lifted out of the water to access the whole system
/ superior reliability under all operating conditions
such as temperature change or humidity

INTUITIVE STEERING.
EFFORTLESS DRIVING.
When you take control at the helm, powerful performance
becomes an unforgettable boating experience. Whether you
are leaving a tight mooring location or push the throttle to
the limits in a curve, you always manoeuvre the FJORD

36 xpress with the greatest of ease. So you can
concentrate on enjoying the moment.

/ joystick control for easy docking
/ an electrohydraulical power steering enhances
driving comfort at high speeds

GO ASHORE WHEREVER YOU LIKE
By reducing the draught of the boat to a minimum at the press of a button, you
turn the coast into an exciting extension of your boating experience. When you feel
like going for a spontaneous stroll along the beach, simply drive the FJORD

36 xpress up to the sand. From hidden bays to trendy party beaches where
friends await you at the camp fire – the entire coast is yours for the taking!

outstandingly low draught of 0,3 m (when engines trimmed up)
perfect for anchoring in shallow waters or beaching the boat
hull construction allows diving, snorkeling or bathing close
to the coast
exclusive places such as hidden coves and lonely beaches
become accessible

U-shaped seating area at the bow
safe manoeuvring above rocky seabeds

TAKE GREAT JOY IN THE POWER OF PURISM
The FJORD 36 xpress truly catches your eye. The hull with clear lines and a
vertical stem. The signature high-rise T-top. The wide cockpit lounge, framed by a robust
bulwark. The FJORD 36 xpress defines the modern power boat.

characteristic design, featuring the

FJORD trademarks

frameless windshield for unobstructed
panoramic view and unlimited open feeling
individually hand-built by boatbuilding
craftsmen

large frameless windscreen made of tinted glass
angular shapes and clean symmetry – a distinct style

THE COCKPIT: STYLISH, SAFE, SOPHISTICATED
After a thrilling ride across the sea, you can enjoy rest and relaxation once again on your
FJORD. How you do this is up to you: with just a flip of the wrist, you can make the smart
cockpit furniture go from a table for eight to a sun lounge. The extra-large canopy can be pulled
out from the T-top to cover the entire length of the boat.

first-class pantry below the T-top
champagne cooler underneath the seat
high-end entertainment system
strong bulwarks and wide sidewalks provide
high levels of safety

the pantry fridge keeps your delicacies fresh
cockpit seating converted to sunpads

FINEST MATERIALS, MARVELOUS DETAILS
top-class owner´s cabin – puristic design, sophisticated
ambience, exquisite materials, plenty of headroom
smart storage solutions such as underbed drawers
or shelves beside the berth

gentle and indirect lighting for a pleasant ambience
smartly integrated wine cooler on the port side
head with precious designer fixtures, sink and toilet

COLOURS & MATERIALS
Among the many aspects that make your FJORD 36 xpress  unique,
the hull and waterline can be painted in a great variety of colours

first-class quality, high range of possibilities: the uphols

tery

customisation is an essential one. You choose the colours and the furnishings
all the way down to the type of cushioning. One thing is clear: you are in
possession of something one-of-a-kind.

OPTIONS AT YOUR CHOICE
To make the unique feeling on your FJORD 36 xpress complete,
simply choose from a wide range of options. From the electric anchor winch
and the sound system through to the bathing platform extension.

anchor rail with electric anchor winch
large canopy providing shade fore and aft

9" Touchscreen

fridge in seating area
teak fixtures from the front and side deck to the aft

pantry with fridge on deck
underwater lighting

BE UNIQUE
LOA
Hull length
Beam
Draught
Displacement
Engines options

11.32 m
10.78 m
3.64 m
max. 0.94 m
approx. 6.06 t
2 x Mercury Verado 300 hp
2 x Mercury Verado 350 hp

Speed

approx. 45 kn* (2 x 350 hp)

Accommodation
1 cabin + head
Fuel capacity
approx. 758 l
Fresh water capacity approx. 160 l
CE Category
B
Design
Allseas Design & FJORD

*All performance figures are given in good faith and are intended as an indication. These figures cannot
be guaranteed as top speed in particular is affected by the cleanliness of the hull, conditions of the
propellers, weight carried and air/sea temperature. FJORD reserves the right to change specifications
in line with the company policy of improvement through research and development. Errors and
omissions expected. Please check with your dealer for a full list of inclusions.
Above specifications are non contractual.
Valid from 01.07.2017

main deck

standard

main deck

option
with galley

main deck

option
with galley and aft bench
with fixed cockpit table

main deck

option
with galley and aft bench
with lowerable cockpit table

cabin concept

This brochure is not contractual. The yachts depicted partly comprise special equipment not included in the standard scope of supply. Illustrations may not
correspond with current versions. Subject to alterations in design and equipment without notice and errors excepted. Printing: Druckhaus Panzig. Design:
smz GmbH. Photos: Nico Krauss
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